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Introduction
Digital transformation is everyone’s priority. It helps your organization become more efficient, speed up the pace of business and gain a competitive
advantage by streamlining people, processes and technology. The profound impact of successful digital transformation initiatives is not limited to
increased product quality or quicker time to market. In addition, it can noticeably improve how your workforce gets work done.
A productive workforce, where work is done efficiently and effectively in a rapidly changing business environment, depends on the ability of people
to seamlessly access needed applications and resources. In their study on successful implementations of digital transformation initiatives,
McKinsey & Company found two key determining factors:1
1. Digital tools that make information more accessible
2. Digital self-serve technology for the workforce
Giving employees, contractors and partners access to the appropriate digital resources is vital, but it’s also increasingly difficult. Organizations
face new security challenges as the workforce becomes more remote and enterprises experience massive growth in workforce users, requests and
resources. At the same time, legacy access tools in place today are not able to evolve to meet new business requirements.
To realize success, organizations are adopting a smarter approach—one that relies on intelligence to secure access across enterprise resources.

A Smarter, More Modern Approach
to Access Security
Many existing strategies use rigid, legacy solutions that rely on static policies, human intervention and manual processes to implement secure
access. This leaves an enterprise unable to evolve the business.
By taking a different approach—one that leverages intelligence, context and dynamic policies—an enterprise can make better and faster
authorization decisions that ensure only the right workforce users gain access to corporate resources. Adopting an access security solution
that uses the latest technologies can help IT departments adapt to meet the new demands from the business by:
• Enabling the remote workforce
• Making better authorization decisions using context and intelligence
• Ensuring every resource is protected
• Alleviating dependency on legacy systems
Adaptive access security can give workforce users the secure access they need to get their jobs done, ultimately ensuring digital
transformation success.

1 “Unlocking Success in Digital Transformations,” McKinsey & Company, October 29, 2018, https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/
unlocking-success-in-digital-transformations
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A Workforce without Borders
Enterprises are no longer confined to the office. Organizations saw once bustling offices go quiet as the COVID-19 pandemic forced many
enterprises to adopt company-wide work from home policies. Enterprises are now borderless, with global workforces composed of employees,
partners and contractors that use multiple devices, including their own, to access resources anytime from anywhere. This rise in remote work is
expected to continue, with an estimated 74% of CFOs planning to permanently move on-site roles to remote work.2 Moving toward a mobile and
dynamic workforce will empower employees, contractors and partners to be more productive in this rapidly evolving business environment.
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But this shift to a mobile workforce is also forcing enterprises to evolve their security posture for scenarios they have not historically taken into
consideration. A borderless environment expands the attack surface of an enterprise and increases the risk of bad actors taking advantage of
vulnerabilities to breach or attack an organization.
Lowering that risk starts with implementing the right security measures and access controls to ensure that the right workforce user is accessing
only what they are authorized to use. A successful approach also means giving the workforce a frictionless experience as they access needed
resources.

2 “Gartner CFO Survey Reveals 74% Intend to Shift Some Employees to Remote Work Permanently,” Gartner, April 3, 2020, https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/
press-releases/2020-04-03-gartner-cfo-surey-reveals-74-percent-of-organizations-to-shift-some-employees-to-remote-work-permanently2
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Context Is Key in Securing
a Dynamic Workforce
As the workforce continues the shift to remote work, enterprises will need to authorize employees, contractors and partners in situations that were
unthinkable even a few years ago. No longer is simply being on the corporate network enough assurance to give employees free rein to everything.
Instead, understanding context and behavior becomes critical in making authorization decisions.
Information on the user requesting access, such as their location, IP address or risk score, can help give an enterprise greater confidence in
allowing access. By continuously gathering contextual user information in the background to understand the level of risk posed, an organization can
make real-time decisions about whether the risk has reached a level requiring re-authentication.
And because the user is prompted to re-authenticate only when a certain level of risk has been identified—rather than every time a resource is
accessed—excessive friction isn’t introduced into the user’s workflow. This approach improves an enterprise’s security posture while expediting
workforce productivity. Essentially, security is invisible until the risk level is so high that it must become detectable to the user.
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As organizations grow and the number of access requests multiplies, the amount of information that access management systems need to sift
through to gain the required context to make and enforce fine-grained access decisions becomes a big data problem requiring intelligence to
conquer. Legacy web access management (WAM) systems rely on static policies that can’t automatically adapt to the rapidly changing digital
enterprise, and they depend on IT or security teams for updates.
Organizations can increase their security posture by implementing an enterprise-wide control plane with dynamic, fine-grained, policy-based access
controls that apply security to every resource in the organization. Taking this notion one step further, adding intelligence to a policy-based approach
for authorization can provide an additional layer of protection for secure access to every resource, not just the application—enabling an enterprise
to better detect vulnerabilities and stop breaches.
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Extending Security beyond the App
Historically, enterprises have applied access security only to applications and performed authorization checks at the application layer, not when
accessing APIs or data. But digital transformation initiatives have pushed enterprises to adopt API-first strategies to streamline the process of
integration between applications, data and services. While this has made the organization more efficient, it has also exponentially grown the
number of applications, data and APIs that the workforce depends on.
Today, enterprises are consuming and developing APIs at an accelerated pace resulting in incomplete visibility—leaving organizations in the dark
about who is accessing valuable or sensitive data through APIs. As more employees and partners use APIs and data as part of their daily work,
it becomes imperative that security is extended beyond the application layer. Without access security at the API and data layers, enterprises are
leaving themselves vulnerable to breach.
Bad actors, both internal and external, have discovered gaps
in API and data access security and are taking advantage
of these open doors. For example, a vulnerability in a United
States Postal Service API that was discovered in 2018 lacked
basic authentication checks, allowing anyone to use a wildcard
to search and return account information on over 60 million
accounts.3 And Facebook partner Cambridge Analytica was
Applications

able to take advantage of a technicality in a Facebook API to
use data from 87 million users for political purposes without
consent.4 In response, Facebook later revised their API to
prevent third parties from accessing similar large datasets. Both
of these examples illustrate that without access security applied
to resources at the API and data layer, enterprises cannot fully

APIs

secure valuable resources.
Extending security beyond the application layer to APIs and
data requires a modern access security solution. To empower
an organization to keep up, artificial intelligence can provide
the level of insight needed to better understand the behavior of
every API in the enterprise while enabling the organization to

Data

quickly adapt to detect changing threats. Unfortunately, many
current enterprise systems aren’t up to the task.

3 Chris Morris, “USPS Security Flaw Exposes Personal Data of 60 Million People,” Fortune, November 26, 2018, https://fortune.com/2018/11/26/
usps-security-flaw-60-million-people/
4 Aja Romano, “The Facebook data breach wasn’t a hack. It was a wake-up call,” Vox, March 20, 2018, https://www.vox.com/2018/3/20/17138756/
facebook-data-breach-cambridge-analytica-explained
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Legacy Systems Shouldn’t Slow Down
Your Workforce
Legacy web access management (WAM) systems were not designed to set up organizations for success in transforming into a digital business.
They were built to secure applications in an environment where resources were deployed on-premises and accessed by users on the corporate
network using corporate resources. They are also applied only to single business units or segments, leaving organizations with siloed, incomplete
access security.
Today’s IT departments carry the burden of keeping these brittle systems going to ensure business continuity. Teams are tasked with maintaining
bloated, proprietary software stacks with poor performance, but struggle to maintain team knowledge on these older systems. At the same time,
legacy systems are expensive to support as they move toward end-of-life dates and require premium support contracts and customization just to
keep running. Additionally, as an enterprise grows, different business units or segments will adopt different security tools for access management.
Not only does this open up the organization to a tremendous amount of risk due to inconsistent policies, but it forces IT departments to maintain
multiple legacy WAM systems.
Because WAM systems provide only basic security that doesn’t extend to the data or API layer, they will not be able to evolve to meet the
expectations or the needs that digital transformation initiatives will require in the future. As the workforce continues to move off the corporate
network, enterprises are evolving to identity-centric and Zero Trust architectures not supported by legacy systems. Additionally, “cloud-first”
mandates are pushing more workloads to the cloud, which the on-premises nature of these legacy systems can’t support.
To sum up, web access management systems in place today are holding enterprises back by draining the resources and productivity of your IT
teams. Enterprises increasingly are evaluating easing reliance on legacy WAM vendors to protect resources. The first step is deciding how to
proceed moving forward with their legacy WAM tools: Migrate off the older tools to a modern access security platform, or maintain a level of
coexistence with both. In either scenario, this process needs to be planned and executed with a phased, zero-downtime approach to eliminate risk.
This requires an adaptive access security solution built with this transition in mind.
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Ping Identity’s Adaptive Access
Security Solution
The Adaptive Access Security solution from Ping Identity enables large enterprises to give employees, contractors and partners secure access
to the resources they need to get their job done, anytime, anywhere. Enterprises can increase their security posture in a rapidly evolving
business environment by centralizing access management, leveraging intelligence through continuous risk score evaluation and artificial
intelligence to learn API traffic behavior and applying fine-grained authorization for resources.

Adaptive Access Security
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Centralized Application, API and Data Access Management
Centralizing resource access management allows an organization to remove the silos that have been built over time through mergers,
acquisitions and shadow IT, where different business units and segments have added multiple security solutions. By centralizing authorization
with Ping’s Adaptive Access Security solution, organizations can start implementing an enterprise-wide access control plane with a
comprehensive policy engine to securely authorize employee access to:
• Web applications, including down to the URL level
• APIs, applying policies down to the HTTP action level
• Data, extending to the attribute level
Organizations can manage and configure the access policies for every resource in a single location with the Adaptive Access Security Solution
to ensure that the right level of security is applied to all applications, APIs and data. Additionally, centralized session management removes the
potential risk of vulnerabilities due to inconsistencies throughout the organization and human error.
Centralized access management can help an enterprise during the process of either migrating or coexisting with a legacy WAM as well. The
Adaptive Access Security solution can assist organizations in both these scenarios by connecting legacy applications to centralized access
management using token mediation. And if an enterprise is in the process of migrating applications to access management with Ping Identity,
the solution provides tools to simplify and speed up policy migration.
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Continuous Evaluation of User Risk Scores
Adaptive Access Security takes into consideration different contextual factors when granting workforce users access to applications, APIs
and data to give an enterprise confidence that only authorized users are allowed access. The solution integrates with third-party providers that
calculate a risk score using several factors, including behavior, IP address, location and device information, to better understand if a user poses
a higher level of risk.
Throughout a user’s session, the Adaptive Access Security solution will continuously evaluate the risk score to determine whether the user is
below the risk threshold for the organization. If the level of risk is above the threshold, then either the user will be directed to perform step-up
authentication or access will be denied. Otherwise, the level of risk is acceptable and the workforce user will be granted access to the required
application, data or API.

Intelligent API Cybersecurity
Ping’s Adaptive Access Security solution enables enterprises to strengthen their API cybersecurity strategy with artificial intelligence (AI)
to automatically detect and block potential threats. The solution integrates with an organization’s existing API security infrastructure to
continuously inspect and report on API traffic across data centers and API gateways to give complete visibility into all activity across the
enterprise in a centralized view. IT and security teams can gain in-depth insights into API activity through dashboards and generated reports,
facilitating forensic reporting and ensuring regulatory compliance.
By leveraging AI, Adaptive Access Security generates models on a per-API basis
to learn what is expected traffic behavior without written policies and human
intervention. Then, organizations can distinguish between good and bad traffic
behavior to quickly identify activity that needs to be blocked, including threats and
attacks such as:
• Data and application attacks: data exfiltration, data injection, probing and
fuzzing attacks
• API-specific DDoS: targeted attacks on API services where hackers stay
below rate limits
• Authentication system attacks: credential stuffing, stolen token, account
takeover attacks
Additionally, the Adaptive Access Security solution can instantly detect probing activities by bad actors through the use of deception and
honeypot APIs. Because decoy APIs are not to be accessed by legitimate users or clients, any activity on this API recognized as an attack is
immediately remediated to protect production APIs.

Fine-grained, Dynamic Authorization for Data and APIs
Central access management isn’t the only piece in implementing an enterprise-wide access control plane. Dynamic, fine-grained authorization
needs to be applied to extend defenses against unauthorized access by external and internal users. With the Adaptive Access Security solution,
an organization can achieve dynamic authorization at the data and API layer by leveraging real-time policy attributes from multiple sources,
such as third-party risk scores and different data stores.
As enterprises rapidly adopt service-oriented architectures, external clients and modern applications increasingly access data via APIs rather
than through direct access to a database or data store. The shift in access points requires security policies to be enforced at the API layer, with
fine-grained authorization policies that evaluate each API request and response to ensure the user is entitled to access and to take action on
the data. If the user is not authorized, the Adaptive Access Security solution can obfuscate or filter information as necessary, depending on the
entitlements of the user.
APIs and data provide tremendous business value, and security needs to be applied appropriately and quickly. The Adaptive Access Security
solution also enables externalized authorization, providing delegated administration with a graphical interface to enable business users across
the enterprise to have greater ownership on how policies are applied and rapidly implement change with better consistency to reduce risk.
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Access Security on Your Terms
Cloud-first mandates are seemingly everywhere these days. Organizations are moving more resources and workloads into the cloud, but these
migrations won’t happen overnight. Plus, the larger the enterprise the higher the probability of a subset of legacy but mission-critical applications
that can never be migrated to the cloud because of risk or cost.
Therefore, large enterprises are likely to maintain a hybrid IT infrastructure for the foreseeable future. Ping’s Adaptive Access Security solution
supports hybrid IT environments with multiple deployment options to support any business requirement:
• On-premises
• Private cloud
• Public cloud
Additionally, digital transformation timelines are rapidly evolving and milestones need to be met on time, if not earlier. Businesses are integrating
DevsOps into their development processes to enable their teams to deploy software faster through the use of automation and orchestration. The
Adaptive Access Security solution supports containerization and orchestration through Docker and Kubernetes to ensure access security can be
deployed where the business needs it, quickly. To ensure that enterprises keep on schedule, Ping Professional Services and a global ecosystem of
partners can be leveraged to deploy the Adaptive Access Security solution quickly to meet your business needs.
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Conclusion
Digital transformation initiatives are forcing enterprises to evaluate the effectiveness of their workforce and whether employees, partners
and contractors have access to the resources needed to get their jobs done. As the workforce becomes more mobile and remote, enterprises
must ensure that every resource—from applications to APIs to data—has proper access controls in place to secure the organization without
hindering productivity.
Ping’s Adaptive Access Security solution provides access security for an organization to make better decisions with intelligence while
enabling a productive, dynamic workforce and an agile enterprise.

To learn more about Ping’s Adaptive Access Security solution—and why we’re trusted by more
than 60% of the Fortune 100—please visit www.pingidentity.com/adaptiveaccesssecurity.

Ping Identity is pioneering Intelligent Identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.
The Ping Intelligent IdentityTM platform provides customers, employees, partners and, increasingly, IoT, with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises
applications and APIs, while also managing identity and profile data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards
leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft and Amazon. We provide flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital
business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API security, directory and data governance capabilities.
Visit www.pingidentity.com. #3502 | 06.20 | v01
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